---

**Public input asked in DNA research**

By Mark James

"The public must be allowed to have a greater voice in decision-making on scientific research," said speakers at a teach-in on gene experimentation by the Social Action Coordinating Committee (SACC) and Science for the People, an organization that has supported the Cambridge moratorium on the more hazardous types of recombinant DNA research.

Robert Park, a member of Science for the People who spoke on the politics of this DNA research, said, "We believe that ordinary working people can make skilful scientific judgments."

He said that people should look at the "past record of promises of new technology" to see if claims of benefits and safety by researchers could be relied upon.

Gene experimentation, or recombinant DNA research, involves the insertion of segments of DNA from one organism into another cell, usually E. coli. The DNA has then been incorporated into the genetic material of the host, resulting in an organism with possible different properties than any that may normally habit the host. For example, an organism with possible different properties than any that may normally habit the host. For example, an organism with possible different properties than any that may normally habit the host.

By Peter Coffee

Grades on final exams, finals week timings and a Federal Credit Union at MIT were major topics at the year's first meeting of the Undergraduate Association General Assembly on Wednesday. The Assembly also elected its Executive Committee and began discussion on nine committees devoted to particular concerns for 1976-77.

UA President Phil Moore '77 described the Excom selection process, which included the choice of nine committees devoted to particular concerns for 1976-77.

"UA President Phil Moore '77 described the Excom selection process, which included the choice of nine committees devoted to particular concerns for 1976-77."

The three will assist UA officers Mark Boland '76, Steve Spino '77 and Secretary Charlie Shoonian '77 in the direction of social events and general administration.

Louis Touton '77, chairman of the Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP), outlined two alternative objectives for the present "A' Days," the Friday-through-Wednesday finals week, which begins on a Friday — or a day after classes end — and ends on a Wednesday. The suggested rearrangements involve the choice of a trade-off between the possibility of conflicts and the possibility of as many as three days of exams, or open to all undergraduates, SCEP will soon be submitted to the faculty, probably accompanied by data on student preferences, according to Touton. SCEP was also discussing an investigative report of an Institute-wide wide problem of the choice of a trade-off between the possibility of conflicts and the possibility of three days of exams, or open to all undergraduates, SCEP will soon be submitted to the faculty, probably accompanied by data on student preferences, according to Touton.

The Assembly decided to explore the feasibility of establishing a Federal Credit Union — roughly described as a federally chartered and insured cooperative savings and loan association — at the Harvard Biological Laboratories.

By Glenn Brownstein

**Sam Benchichas dies**

Sam Benchichas, 37, commissioner of the MIT Community Summer Softball League and originator of a number of unique IAP seminars, died Tuesday evening after a heart attack at Briggs Field.

Draper Lab employees, Benchichas took over the summer league in 1974 and expanded it from a 15-team, fast pitch organization to a very popular activity, involving over 100 participants and 50 teams in all levels of play last year. Benchichas also developed an elaborate playoff format that involved all teams in post-season competition for rewards for high regular season finish.

Tom Stagliano '76, who worked closely with Benchichas for the league, said that he "improved the level of play by sponsoring officiating courses, and was very energetic and dedicated."

Stagliano is meeting with MIT Athletic Department officials this week about the possibility of establishing a Benchichas Award for contributions to community sports, on the same level as the Pettigrew Award, which honors intramural contributions.

Benchichas also sponsored from three to five IAP seminars every year, on topics as diverse as jelly bean pricing, beauty and traffic citations, macrobiotic cooking, and mind control.

A research engineer with the Navy Group at Draper since 1973, Benchichas had other interests to help run a non-profit field league for Lah Lab employees, and was organizing a mini-Olympics for Draper personnel at the time of his death. His fatal heart attack was suffered at the end of a running event at the end of one of the track events he planned to enter.

In Brooklyn, Benchichas attended Brooklyn Tech High School. He received a M.S. in 1969, and an M.S. from Cornell in 1960.

Funeral services will be held in Brooklyn tomorrow morning.

---

**IN THE NEWS**

The limited ability of underdeveloped countries to absorb Western technology must be dealt with as a part of efforts to help them, according to Larry Spense, a Penn State political scientist told a Technology and Culture seminar. Spense said that the current approach to helping underdeveloped countries emphasized technological and administrative problems and is not sufficient.

Out-Side jobs were 3.1 million above last year, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Applications for employment were distributed at the desks of students, the Campus Patrol Headquarters, and at parking lots. Auto owners who sell in an applicant for a monthly average gain of 10,000. Since its opening, MIT has recently joined a political scientist told a Technology and Culture seminar. Spense said that the current approach to helping underdeveloped countries emphasized technological and administrative problems and is not sufficient.

**OUTSIDE**

MIT has recently joined a program to help the amateur thieves who are responsible for 63 percent of all thefts. Applications for the H.O.T. Car Club are being distributed at the desks of students, the Campus Patrol Headquarters, and at parking lots. Auto owners who sell in an applicant for a monthly average gain of 10,000. Since its opening, MIT has recently joined a political scientist told a Technology and Culture seminar. Spense said that the current approach to helping underdeveloped countries emphasized technological and administrative problems and is not sufficient.

---

**UPDATE**

MIT, Harvard, and the City of Cambridge have verbally agreed to extend the 3-month-old moratorium on recombinant DNA research beyond its original expiration date of Oct. 7. Daniel J. Hayes, chairman of the Cambridge Laboratory Experimentation Review Board told The Tech. The moratorium must still be formally extended by the Cambridge City Council, but Hayes expects that there will be "no problem" in getting the Council approval.

---

**FINAL early topics at GA meeting**

By Peter Coffee

Grades on final exams, finals week timings and a Federal Credit Union at MIT were major topics at the year's first meeting of the Undergraduate Association General Assembly on Wednesday. The Assembly also elected its Executive Committee and began discussion on nine committees devoted to particular concerns for 1976-77.

UA President Phil Moore '77 described the Excom selection process, which included the choice of nine committees devoted to particular concerns for 1976-77.

The three will assist UA officers Mark Boland '76, Steve Spino '77 and Secretary Charlie Shoonian '77 in the direction of social events and general administration.

Louis Touton '77, chairman of the Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP), outlined two alternative objectives for the present "A' Days," the Friday-through-Wednesday finals week, which begins on a Friday — or a day after classes end — and ends on a Wednesday. The suggested rearrangements involve the choice of a trade-off between the possibility of conflicts and the possibility of as many as three days of exams, or open to all undergraduates, SCEP will soon be submitted to the faculty, probably accompanied by data on student preferences, according to Touton. SCEP was also discussing an investigative report of an Institute-wide wide problem of the choice of a trade-off between the possibility of conflicts and the possibility of three days of exams, or open to all undergraduates, SCEP will soon be submitted to the faculty, probably accompanied by data on student preferences, according to Touton.

The Assembly decided to explore the feasibility of establishing a Federal Credit Union — roughly described as a federally chartered and insured cooperative savings and loan association — at the Harvard Biological Laboratories.

By Glenn Brownstein

Sam Benchichas, 37, commissioner of the MIT Community Summer Softball League and originator of a number of unique IAP seminars, died Tuesday evening after a heart attack at Briggs Field.

Draper Lab employees, Benchichas took over the summer league in 1974 and expanded it from a 15-team, fast pitch organization to a very popular activity, involving over 100 participants and 50 teams in all levels of play last year. Benchichas also developed an elaborate playoff format that involved all teams in post-season competition for rewards for high regular season finish.

Tom Stagliano '76, who worked closely with Benchichas for the league, said that he "improved the level of play by sponsoring officiating courses, and was very energetic and dedicated."

Stagliano is meeting with MIT Athletic Department officials this week about the possibility of establishing a Benchichas Award for contributions to community sports, on the same level as the Pettigrew Award, which honors intramural contributions.

Benchichas also sponsored from three to five IAP seminars every year, on topics as diverse as jelly bean pricing, beauty and traffic citations, macrobiotic cooking, and mind control.

A research engineer with the Navy Group at Draper since 1973, Benchichas had other interests to help run a non-profit field league for Lah Lab employees, and was organizing a mini-Olympics for Draper personnel at the time of his death. His fatal heart attack was suffered at the end of a running event at the end of one of the track events he planned to enter.

In Brooklyn, Benchichas attended Brooklyn Tech High School. He received a M.S. in 1969, and an M.S. from Cornell in 1960.

Funeral services will be held in Brooklyn tomorrow morning.
Practical skills are taught at MIT

By Hillary Lust

A practical, as well as theoretical, educational education is available at MIT. The theoretical instruction can be found in many MIT classrooms, but the practical instruction can only be found at the Lowell Institute School, which is housed on the MIT campus.

The Lowell School offers practical courses in areas of modern technology, such as high-speed photography, television systems technology, basic scientific glassblowing, electronics technology, and mechanical drafting.

"The curriculum stresses hands-on experiences," says Bruce D. Wedlock, Director of the Lowell Institute School. "We use MIT's special facilities to teach practical courses, designed for the technician.

There are 230 students enrolled for the fall term at the school. Approximately twelve of these are also MIT students. Most of the 18 instructors are either MIT faculty or graduate students, according to Wedlock.

The Lowell Institute School is only one of a number of programs sponsored by the Lowell Institute, a non-profit, philanthropical foundation. In addition to partially funding the Lowell Institute School, the Lowell Institute also sponsors several lecture series and other educational programs in the Boston area.

This fall, the Institute is sponsoring a series of ten lectures at the New England Aquarium on "Fish and Men." It is also sponsoring two lectures at Boston University School of Theology and is underwriting various science programs and lectures under the auspices of the Museum of Science.

The Lowell Institute partially sponsors the Harvard-University Commission on Extension Courses, which offers evening classes at Harvard.

The Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council - composed of the Lowell Institute, MIT, Harvard University, Wellesley College, Museum of Fine Arts, Museum of Science, and other organizations - helps to support three non-commercial educational television stations and one non-commercial radio station, with donations. The stations are WGBH-TV, Channel 2, Boston; WGBX-TV, Boston; WGBY-TV, Springfield; and WGBH-FM.

The Lowell Institute of Boston was started in the mid-1960's, with a bequest from John Lowell. He left money to fund free public lectures for the residents of the Boston area. In the early years of the Institute, pre-eminent speakers gave frequent lectures at the Institute. In 1901, A. Lawrence Lowell, then the Trustee of the Lowell Institute and President of Harvard, and MIT's President Pritchett expanded the Institute's programs to include courses because they felt technical workers should have the opportunity for further education.

Pritchett gave Lowell Institute basic facilities, such as classrooms and equipment, at MIT, and Lowell funded the rest of the program. They called the school the Lowell Institute School and began two-year technical programs, one mechanical and one electrical.

The courses were intended for practicing technicians and not at night.

In the late 1960's, the two-year programs began to diminish in popularity. The two-year mechanical and electrical programs were ended in 1967. In 1972, the Lowell Institute School became an official part of MIT. At present, the Lowell Institute School is funded almost equally by MIT, Lowell Institute, and the tuition and fees of students.
Police Blotter

Intruders

Two students studying in the Hayden Library Wednesday after-
noon suffered the loss of their wallets to an unknown thief or
thieves. In both cases the women were sitting at tables with
their handbags hung on the back of their chairs. They discovered
the wallets missing as they made ready to leave. Both lost ID’s and
other personal papers. One lost about $15 cash; the other lost
$100.

Over the weekend thefts were some nine
pieces, including a three foot high
Orange sapling.

Library thief nets wallets

Two new cars stolen

Two brand new cars, one a ’76 Pontiac, the other a ’76 Buick,
were stolen from the area within
the past week. The former was
stolen from the river side of
the MIT campus each week.

Two new cars stolen

At times people return to their
rooms, libraries, etc., and find a
blanket, a desk, jackets, their
chairs. They discovered the
handbags hung on the back of
their chairs. They discovered
the wallets missing as they made
ready to leave. Both lost ID’s and
other personal papers. One lost
about $15 cash; the other lost
$100.

Security Systems

Get the great new taste
in mocha, coconut, banana or
strawberry.

Hillel Courses

The following courses are being offered free
of charge, by Hillel of M.I.T. and are open to
all those interested.

Hebrew 1
Hebrew 2
Hebrew Literature
Talmud 1
Talmud 2
Rabbinic Philosophy
Introduction to the Bible
The First Restoration
of the Jewish State
Laws of Slander
and Gossip
Texts and Ideas in
Jewish Mysticism
Trop (Torah Reading)
Chevrutah (Service Skills)
Scribal Arts
Jewish Legal Literature
(Shabbat)
Peace Within Thy Walls
o’ Jerusalem

Mon. and Thurs. 4:00-5:00
Mon. and Thurs. 4:00-6:00
Wed. 4:00-6:00
T.B.A.
Wed. 5:00-6:00
First meeting Tues. 9/21
First meeting Tues. 9/21
Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Tues. 4:00-5:00
Wed. 6:00-6:00
Wed. 7:00-8:00
Tues. 5:00-6:00
Fri. 11:00-12:00
Wed. 8:00-9:00

T.B.A. = to be announced

Regardless of the story provided, take close notice of the intruder’s
appearance, age, height, weight and clothing and notify the
Campus Patrol as soon as safety
allows. Do not forcefully confront
intruders or pursue them when
they flee. Such action involves a
high degree of risk, and has in the
past resulted in assaults upon
members of the community. It is
far more advisable to be able to
provide a good description of an
intruder and the direction of flight
— then notify the Campus Patrol
immediately.

Along the same lines, whenever
you notice juveniles or other
strangers wandering about, or
entering dormitories, offices, labs,
etc., notify the Campus Patrol
immediately. Officers will quickly
respond. Remember that if you
live in a dorm, it serves as your
home while you’re here. No one
can keep it secure better than you.

And what more could you ask for
in a calculator? Especially one that sells at the
Harvard Coop for a suggested price of
under $85.

The Model 4640 from National
Semiconductor.

Sangam presents

An Evening of
Indian Classical Dance

Raja and
Radha Reddy

Bhaskar and Cindy

Saturday, October 2nd.
7:30 P.M.
Krewe Auditorium
Tickets $6, 4, 3
Students $1 off
All seats reserved.
For reservations: call 494-8928
between 7 and 10 P.M.

A PRODUCT FOR SQUARES.

And square roots and reciprocals
and powers and pi and three addressable
accumulating memories and four level
"rollable" stack and trig functions
and mode selection and rectangular/polar
coordinate conversion and log functions
and scientific or engineering notation
and floating decimal and statistical and
percent functions and 10 digit mantissa
I ever wondered what it would be like if MIT had a football team? Picture pride as the Ugliest Man on Campus (UMOC) rides into the stadium on, after the game every week? Think of aiunint wearing raccoon coats and Stunt designed to rend “Beat UCLA” read, well, not “beat,” tut Chris Schenkel, Bud Wilkinson, and about 20 million TV viewe’rs, the opener against Boston University or Northeastern. Cheerleaders, dressed
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The Tech: A BAILLARER DEFECTED... NOW IS A BIG PLAY... WHAT NEXT?

To the Editor:

I write in response to the letter by Frederick M. Rust 77 which appeared in last Friday’s Tech (9/17/76) and in general to try to clarify SACC’s position, as I see it, to the SAC (the Social Action Coordinating Committee).

I hope that no one who did not attend the ASA hearing might share opinions of Mr. Rust. The reporting by the campus media of the arguments made by LSC and SACC has been very shallow. Also, in a flip between David and a, Goliath, it is only human nature to side with “the little guy.” But I think that the decision reached unanimously by the five ASA Executive Committee members shows that LSC’s position is quite sound.

Rust made two erroneous statements concerning film industry practices and “monopoly.” He claimed that LSC could try exclusive showing rights to films from distributors. This is com-
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Speaker advocates bottle bill

By Paul Ven

A concerted effort will be needed to overcome bottle manufacturers' opposition to the Massachusetts Bottle Bill, a consumer advocate stressed in a talk this week.

"Manufacturers from all over the country have already poured half a million dollars into Massachusetts to defeat the bill which would require every beverage container, including flip-top cans, to have a refund value of at least five cents," consumer advocate Norman Stein said.

At a meeting of the local Sierra Club, Stein urged members to vote "yes" on question six of the November ballot.

Stein, who is associated with the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group (PIRG), stated that the Can Manufacturers Institute, Anheuser-Busch, Pepsi-Cola of New York, and the Glass Container Corporation of California have all contributed money to defeat the bill.

"In all, 39 corporations were listed as giving money to defeat the bottle question," Stein said.

"The use of throwaway containers escalated 488 per cent from 1955 to 1972, and now amounts to some 60 trillion bottles and cans per year," Stein said.

"This, besides being unnecessary waste of materials, also poses great hazards to the environment," Stein added.

"Massachusetts spends $3.5 million each year just on the clean-up and these are passed on to the consumer through taxes," he said.

A study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston indicated the passage of the bill would cause a net gain of 187 to 1380 jobs in Massachusetts as well as decreasing the price of beverage slightly, according to Stein.

"It would also reverse the centralization of the beer industry, making local breweries more competitive with respect to the giants," Stein added.

Stein stated that "In Oregon and Vermont where similar proposals have been passed, total litter has declined 35 per cent.

"Energy savings are also effected," he added. "For example, in Oregon, 1,400 billion BTUs were saved with a value of $2.8 million."
Third world needs knowledge

By Stephen C. Uman

To real transfer of technology to underdeveloped countries pre-
sumably as an administrative or an engineering problem is dis-
ness for the continent. Larry D. Spence, Assistant Professor of Political Science at Pennsylvania State University, told an audience at a Technology Studies Seminar Wednesday night.

Spence, self-described as a "skeptic" and "pessimist," said that a new discipline, "the politics of technology," is needed, emphasizing the need to understand the expertise of Western industries and to learn to adapt to the needs of Third World countries.

The technological fix, he said, is a solution that Western technology is not always capable of fulfilling. This, claims Spence, is the West's "technocratic" view of the world's problems. He argues that the Third World can hardly cope with Western technology, since the West has already taken practical steps to deal with its own problems.

"The Third World can hardly cope with Western technology," Spence said. "We must adapt our technology to the needs of the Third World countries."
Review
The Front not Happy Days

By Katy Cropp

The Front, starring Andy Allen, Zero Mostel, and Andrea Marcovicci; directed and produced by Martin Ritt; written by Dave Grubin.

The persecution of innocent citizens for alleged Communist sympathies by Sen. Joseph McCarthy and the House Un-American Activities Committee remains one of the country's darkest hours. Scientists were discredited and their opulence being produced and consumed here, interspersed with scenes from the Korean War front, accompanied by Frank Sinatra singing. Whatever sign you are, we’ve got good news for you!

Special low college rates for campus delivery of The New York Times
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Soccer Crushes Clark

By John Hengelword

The MIT varsity soccer team opened its season last Wednesday with an impressive win over Clark University by a score of 7-0. Sophomore Robert Carriere scored three goals to pace the team attack.

After MIT had scored the first goal by a goal by Carriere at 10:42 of the first half, freshman Lloyd Cagan was down to tying the game. Carriere tallied again a few moments later when the Engineers a 2-0 lead at the half. A strong defense led by team captain Frieder Klepp '79 and fullback Dave Felt '77 allowed a total of only two Clark shots on goal in the first half.

Cagan got MIT off and running in the second half with an unassisted goal at 3:17, giving him a total of one goal and two assists in his first game for MIT. Coach Walter Alesi said, "Lost is the most pleasant surprise of the season."

Klepp's 79 added his foot to the act with a goal at 10:37 of the second half, and Carriere completed his "hat trick" at 29:29 with a brilliant unassisted goal. The final score of 7-0 and Phil Maclellan '77 also tallied for MIT.

Overall, the Engineers outshot their opponents 26-9. Coach Alesi said that the entire team did an exceptional job both offensively and defensively: "Everyone that went in the game did their job. If we get that kind of team effort, the season will be very bright."

The big test of the season will be tomorrow's match against Division III national champion Babson. Babson is currently ranked number one in small college soccer, but Alesi believes that with a good effort MIT will be in the game all the way. Kickoff is at 2 pm at Briggs Field.

Tennis smashes Clark, 7-2

By Gary S. Engelston

The men's varsity tennis season got under way Tuesday with a win over Clark University. A strong defense that squared stepped onto the courts to bring in a 7-2 victory.

Until Tuesday, the tennis team appeared to be in for a difficult season, but MIT showed the benefits of experience. Last year's team was unable to defeat Clark, but the experience gained enabled the Engineers to win this year. Coach Earl P. Wilson says that "there should have a better season" because of the increasing strength of such players as Reid Shaffel '78 and Neal Rockowitz '78. Shaffel and Rockowitz beat their opponents by wide margins. Shaffel, playing 11th singles, won in straight sets 6-4, 6-0. While Rockowitz, in the second singles slot, took his man 6-2, 6-0. Peter Moss '77, playing in the first singles position, did not fare as well. He fought hard, keeping his opponent on the verge of trouble most of the time, especially in the first set, in which he lost 6-7. Both players tied visibly before Moss gave up the second set, 6-4.

Moss fixed much better when he moved up for first doubles play with Rockowitz. The pair had trouble coordinating their efforts in the first five games of the first set, but once they settled down to the doubles play, they scored points easily, winning 6-3, 6-0.

The team members hope that their excellent play will win them back the spring training trip south which they used to take every year. If the first half is representative of the coming season, they merit a return to that tradition.

W. Sailors open season; place well in NE regatta

By Chris Donnelly

The women's sailing team opened its season with a fine performance in the New England Singlehanded Championships last weekend. Sailing in home waters, Barbara Bel '77 led the team with an impressive second place in a field of 37 sailors. Sandy Huston '78 was also among the leaders, placing fifth overall.

Bel was in the running for first place throughout the final holding a narrow lead after five races. In the final two races, however, Dierdorf of Tufts overcame a deficit to take the championship. Other finalists from MIT were Dana Healy '78, (118), Allena Connors '78 (136), and Barbara Biber '78 (160). Coach Sue Nelson was pleased with the team's performance, MIT having more finalists than any other school.

The men's team won a Lark Invitational at Tufts last Saturday. The format for the regatta was slightly different — a freshman division was sailed in addition to the normal varsity divisions. Chris Berg '77 and crew Martin Prince '80 topped A-Division on the strength of three firsts in five races. Freshmen John York with crew David Nelson was low point skipper in his division, taking five second places. In B-Division, Bruce Gage '78 with crew Rod Whiteley '80 took second place. The three-division combination earned the sailors first place over finals Tufts and four other schools.

Golfers bow to Northeastern

By Lee Bonnell

Lee Bonnell '77 is a member of the golf team. The MIT golf team's quest for a fourth consecutive winning fall season hit a snag last Monday at the Brae Burn C.C., as the Engineers were soundly beaten by both Northeastern and Merrimack. The score in both matches was 5-0.

It was a frustrating day for the Engineers, as three of the top four players failed to break 80, but the duo of Doris on the three-headed Brae Brave layout. Also, several close matches were lost to both opposing teams. Mark Swanson '78, medalist for MIT with a 71, lost a heartbreaker to Northeastern on the eighteenth hole, when his opponent holied out on an approach with a four wood and a sand wedge. Jaine Dornbusch '78 continued his excellent shortmaking with a fine 82. Unfortunately, this was not quite good enough for a match victory, as Dornbusch lost by one stroke, one-hole margins, one being a "wonder death overdue" defeat on the first extra hole.

On the bright side, individuals matched were won by Mark Hayles '76 and Lee Bonnell '77 against Northeastern, with scores of 82 and 84, respectively. Winners against Merrimack were Swanson and number one player Mike Well.

Of special note has been the steady play of Doug Wegner '79. Wegner had an excellent 82 in Monday's junior varsity match, and a 76 in JV scrimmage last weekend. Coach Jack Jorgensen is expected to move Wegner up to the varsity soon for the Engineers' next match against Boston University next Tuesday.

Looking for a religious community that works?

Try University Lutheran Church
Winthrop & Dunster St.
Harvard Sq.,
Sunday, 11am

TAMING THE GIANT CORPORATION

by Ralph Nader, Mark Green and Joel Seligman

The three authors persuasively argue that we need to totally rethink the corporate idea. Five years in the making, this book is the culmination of Ralph Nader's series of studies of governmental and business irresponsibility. Other books have described what was wrong with Big Business. This one not only explains in readable detail the manipulation going on above our powers, but also says what we — our government, our citizens — can do about it. It is not a handwringing book, but a solutions book.

NORTON $10.50

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER

Sports

A Taste of the World

Shishlebab
Hawaiian Chicken
Horse
Dinner
Onion
Soup
Grilled Cheese
Coleslaw
Chicken Teriyaki
Outside
Dinner
Our
Beautiful
Garden
Deliver!

Hemispheres Restaurant
45% MT. AUBURN STREET IN HARVARD SQ.
Serving food from around the world

THE COOP

Get a Better Pizza at PIZZA PAD

54 Westland Ave, Boston
We Deliver! Hot!
6PM-2AM Mon-Sat 6PM-12Mid Sun
Finest Pizza in Greater Boston
Watch for our special offers. Save this Number:
262-2266

"A Taste of the World"

Shishlebab
Hawaiian Chicken
Horse
Dinner
Onion
Soup
Grilled Cheese
Coleslaw
Chicken Teriyaki

Outside
Dinner
Our
Beautiful
Garden
Deliver!

Hemispheres Restaurant
45% MT. AUBURN STREET IN HARVARD SQ.
Serving food from around the world